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HEP instrument on board the Arase satellite measures electrons with energies from 70 keV to 2 MeV. However, the HEP has 
detected unexpected counts even at MeV energy channels in the inner radiation belt where no MeV electrons are expected. The 
unexpected counts are supposed to result from contamination of energetic protons. In order to identify energy of protons we 
compare the spatial distribution of HEP counts with three kinds of proton distribution models AP8MAX, AP9 mean, 
CRRESPPRO quiet and two kinds of electron distribution models AE8MAX and AE9 mean. The distribution of HEP counts is 
almost equivalent among different energy channels. When the energy of the model is low, the location of the peak deviates 
from that of the observed distribution. CRRESPRO quiet of >55 MeV, AP8MAX, and AP9 mean of >30 MeV seems to be 
consistent with HEP observations. Even raising the energy further, the position of the peak does not change in the models. The 
model distribution with high energy did not extend far to larger L value and the distribution from HEP observation seems to be 
a combination of the sharp peak at small L and the spread to larger L. 
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